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Attendance is an integral part of daily work in the enterprises and institutions. It 
is a important measure to guarantee the normal production. With the expansion of the 
application field of information technology, it become the common consensus using 
attendance management which is build by information technology to manage daily 
attendance work. 
The object of the dissertation is attendance management system. Under the 
concept of software engineering, it use JAVA and SQL database completes the 
implementation of system. The works of this dissertation are following: 
1. It carries on requirement research to the department which uses attendance 
management system. It researches the business and rules regulation involved in 
attendance work. On this basis it completes the business requirement analysis, system 
functional requirement analysis and role requirement analysis. Through the function 
use case diagram detailed analyzes system requirement. 
2. The dissertation combines with the requirement analysis of system completes 
system design. It design the function of system includes the exchange with equipment 
and program data, basic data maintenance, attendance handling, query and statistic, 
access control setting and system management. It designs each function detailed. The 
dissertation designs the database. It designs database E-R model and database table 
structure. 
3. In the part of system implementation, it describes system development 
environment simply. Through the system interface, program flow diagram and codes 
explain the procedure of system implementation. 
4. The dissertation organizes personnel test the system. It analyzes the results of 
system testing. 
System realizes the exchange between equipment and program data, basic data 
















system management. The success running of system make the unit extricate from the 
tedious attendance work. It makes the attendance work more standardized. At the 
same time it provides reliable reference basis for related leaders to perform appraisal. 
In addition, through the proper adjustment it also can be applied into other fields.  
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考勤业务流程如图 2.1 所示。 
 
 
























系统管理员角色功能用例如图 2.2 所示。 
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